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en we are interested in limiting the magnitude of fault current
in direct current system*, the use of current limiting fuses has basic
advantages. It is often impossible to provide any current limiting effect
in circuit breakers, and current limiting will often save weight and space
by decreasing the interrupting capacity required for the circuit.
The design and development of limiters has been hampered by the
lack of an adequate basis for evaluation of development tests. The
results of this thesis provide aad method of comparison of fuse tests
and will, when coupled with test data, provide a method of determining
the most severe conditions a given fuse will encounter. The results of
this thesis can be used to analyze any fuse whose voltage waveform can
be approximated by a linearly rising voltage.
. h? method of graphical calculation illustrated here can be used
to extend the analysis to any si fuse voltage waveform. This thesis
shows that for the voltage waveform assumed, and for one possible mode







the most severe conditions at the fuse. 1 his is the condition at which






The problem of direct current Umiters and fuses has been thrust
upon the naval engineer by the development o£ high submerged tpt
submarines which depend on storage batteries for isive power when
submerged. It is not the propulsion circuit which poses the problem, oui
the circuit as installed in the submarine, for in the submarine we must
provide circuit protection within the weight and Ip— allotted. This is a
problem in naval architecture and we will not pursue this point further
than to state that weight and space are extremely critical in submarine
design.
In naval ap; llcattcns, circuit protection is best provided by circuit
breakers. Breakers provide the greatest continuity of service, ease of
restoration of service, and control of interrupting characteristics. How-
ever, breakers are inherently handicapped by the minimum time lag of
their mechanical operation. In many circuits the time constant is small
enough to permit the current to rise to maximum short circuit value
before the breaker will initiate Interruption. Therefore^n these applica-
tions, breakers in their present state of development cannot limit, the
magnitude of fault current. A breaker with the capacity to interrupt the
maximum fault current An a modern submarine occupies too much space,
and we must look for alternative schemes. •• cannot ieave the circuit
unprotected, for if the batteries are allowed to discharge uncontrolled,
there is a great possibility that one or more ceils will reverse polarity.
i I I : '' .










Cell reversal is usually accompanied by a dangerous release of energy
and gas. In addition, the maximum available currents Involved are pro-
hibitively destructive. This has led to the consideration of current
limiting fuses for use in submarines. I imiters are fuses which are
designed only to limit the magnitude of short circuit currents. They do
not protect against overload. It Is expected that a llmlter can provide
protection with the least cost In weight and space.
Determination of >. r lterla
Generally, fuses fall by rupture of the case, restrlking, or by
dielectric breakdown either at the fuse or In some other protlon of the
circuit. Baxter (10) gives some illustrations which bear this out. when-
ever the casing of the fuse fails during Interruption we can assume that
the pressure and temperature Inside the casing became too great. This
may be due to an inadequacy in the casing, but, except for such structural
defects, it is caused by the release of energy in the arc beyond the
energy absorbing capacity of the filler. If this excess energy sufficiently
heats the insulating materials of the fuse, they may become conducting
and cause reignltion of the arc, or restrike. Excessive arc energy, then,
is one of the causes of fuse failure and the amount of energy liberated
in the fuse arc can be used as a measure of the difficulty of interruption.
To rapidly interrupt the current in an inductive circuit we must
produce a large voltage to oppose the current, stated differently, a r*pld
Interruption of the current produces large voltages. If the voltages are





part of the circuit. Mnce we must limit the voltages produced in the cir-
cuit to prevent damage to insulation, the maximum voltage produced
scross the fuse can be used to judge the performance of the fuse. Based
on the above, we have chosen as criteria for evaluating current limiting
fuse performance, the fuse arc energy and the maximum fuse arc voltage.
We recognize that restrlke may be caused by voltage transients initial:
at current interruption, but we have not extended the analysis to a study of
these transients except as Inferred In the evaluation of the maximum
voltage across the fuse,
lhe Physics of the Arc
The physics of the electric arc has been studied by some of the
world's foremost physicists. For a review of the work done in this field
the reader is referred to an excellent article by Spraragen and Lengyel
entitled "The £ hystcs of the Arc" (!). The work done in this field has
defined the behavior of the arc under static conditions (2), (3), (4) but
does not define the conditions In the transient arc sufficiently for engineer'
ing application.
Interrupters
A great deal of progress has been made in the Interruption of the
A.C. arc, where attention has naturally been focussed on the region
current rero. ( j. ( ). The methods of A.^. circuit interruption may be
classified as either low arc voltage or high arc volUge interruptions.
The methods used in analysis of low arc voltage interruptions do not ai









the current zeros produced by the applied alternating voltage, We can,
however, adapt some of the techniques used in the analysis of the high
arc voltage i , . interrupters, in the analysis of interrupters, iioehru
has considered the arcs M voltage sources; (?), (8) and this method can
easily be applied to the study of direct current interrupters. Bo$hne and
Jang (9) have, in this way, formulated performance criteria for direct
current interrupters. I hey have shown that the most advantageous voltage
waveform is rectangular and they have concentrated on this form.
Fuses
rk published in the study of fuses has not been as extensive as
that on circuit breakers. Baxter has recently written a L I ft) wht
is chiefly concerned with the physical construction of fuses and the effects
of the variables of construction on fuso performance. Boehne and Shuck
have established performance criteria for A* urent limiting power
fuses (ll)i (12). They have shown that there is a "most severe'* I
a of these fuses and they have advocated testing at this condition.
So far as we can determine, there has be&n no published investigation
of current limiting fuses for direct current service. The fuse designer
has little to guide him, and fuse design has proceded empirically, guided
only by experience. I rogress has been hampered by the lack of an ade-
quate basis for evaluation of development tests. That is, a fuse was
either successful or unsuccessful; there has been no easy means





intend to provide means of evaluating fuse tests and a method
oS determining the meat severe conditions a fuse win encounter. kSfSj
that this Information, together with the fuse designers experience, wiu
indicate what ste^s must be taken to Improve fuse performance. ^ e don't
intend to show how to build a fuse to meet a set of specifications, but only
to provide a means of comparing fuses, and to provide a means of pre-
dicting the effect of altered conditions on 1 given fuse.
To ar lish this, we will assume that the voltage produced by a
fuse Is of some simple form which approximates voltages found in fuse
tests. Iff will then use the type of super -position analysis employed by






approximation of fuse arc voltage










To attack the problem w? have assumed linear lumped parameter
circuits in which the (usable element is approximated by a pure tlme-
variant voltage source* This makes the problem linear and greatly
amplifies the mathematics. The character of the fuse voltage was studied
by observing oscillogra ..& i fuse interruptions; and a linearly rising
voltage was selected as a useful approximation of the voltage waveform
produced by many interrupters (see figure 1). It is true that a trapeasok
voltage is a closer approximation in many instances. However, the added
variable of maximum voltage greatly complicates the problem of analysis,
and in most cases the advantage of better voltage approximation is de-
creased because the net fuse current is close to aero in the region of
voltage maximum.
have normalised the analysis to make it immediately useful,
regardless of the magnitude of the particular parameters involved. Since
the circuit was made linear by describing the fuse arc as a pure voltage
source, the principle of superposition may in. ;«-d.
It was assumed for all the calculations that the circuit external to
the limlter was a series combination of a voita fc e source wl 4 a
step voltage at the time of fault, a lumped im tto resistance, and a lumped
circuit Inductance. Capacitance was assumed to be negligibly small.
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Total circuit resistance, R
Total Circuit Inductance, L
























Rate of Rise of Fuse Voltage k

FIGURE II A
METHOD OP SUPERPOSITION FOR CASE I
R L









Total Circuit resistance K
Total Circuit Inauctance L
Circuit Time constant T L/B
available Current J a= VE
forward Current






Rate of Rise of Fuse Voltage k
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METHOD OF SUPERPOSITION FOR CASE II
Net fuse current : in = if — i^ — ir

FIGURE IV
















Net Current, Shunted Fuse
Fuse Arc Energy-
Melting Energy-
Rate of Rise of Fuse Voltage k
Second Fuse Voltage




















METHOD OF SUPERPOSITION FOR CASE III
S - open after T^
•b
S - open after T^

hguws v
















Net Current, Shunted I'use
Fuse Arc Energy-
Melting Energy
Rate of Rise of Fuse Voltage k
Second Fuse Voltage



















METHOD OF SUPERPOSITION FOR CASE IV
R




S - open after T^

Four limiter arrangements were considered. Case t was taken as
a single fuse element iimiter, ap roxlmated by a pure voltage source which
duces a linearly rising voltage beginning at the Instant of trieKing (see
figure II). For CftM II the limiter was considered to be the fusable element
just described, shunted by a resistance. ;
s
(see figure III). In Case III
the limiter was a resistance shunted fusable element in series with a
second fusable element in series with a second fusable element (see figure
IV). Case IV was likewise a three-element limiter, but with the second
fuse in series with the resistor shunt, in the leg parallel to the first fuse
(see figure
Upon examination of the equations expressing the net fust, currents
and fuse energies (see Appendix A), it was apparent that the problem of
setting the limits for th$ required integrations would make the mathematical
computation of usefully large numbers of samples extremely laborious. In
order to accomplish our objective in the time available, we have resorted
to graphical calculation and integration by planlmeter. >Shile this intro-
duced small errors from the mechanical integration and the translation
of graphical values, it prevented gross errors by providing a continuous
plot of the voltages, currents, andfower. The superposition principle was
used wherever possible In solving for the net fuse currents because this
allowed the advantageous use of graphical overlays in the computation
process. The general method of superposition for Cases I through IV Is
indicated by figures IIA, IlIA, IV a, and V A, respectively.
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im details of the graphical c ,.&tion for C Jt»e I are illustrated
by figure VI. The method for the other three ar us la identical
be net fus^ current (l
ft )
is obtained by subtracting the back
current (i^j due to fuse voltage, (e^) from the forv or rent (i£J due to
scare ; voltage (e ). The arc energy ( ) la determined by mechanically
integrating the product of fuse voltage and net current*
Mil
For C aae XI, the net fuse current is obtained by subtracting the shunt
reelator current (l
x
) Iron-, the resultant tMWT+m\ se I. Ur*
cult current is taken from the resulta of ase 1.
se III
In the desirable mode of or>erstion jtx for (esc III, Fuse 2 melts at
some time after the completion of the fuse Interruption. In the nora^al
mode of operation, the voltage and energy for Fuse 1 can be obtained
from Case II, while the voltage and energy for fuses Z can be obtained
from Case I. The critical value of melting energy for Fuse I may be
computed as a simple function of i f during the interval between melting
and interruption for Fuse 1. Appendix rontains a formula expressing
this critical melting energy as a function of Case I! maximum fuse voltage.
The chief interest in the second fuse centers on the peak voltage developed,
because this voltaae is impressed across Fuse I and directly -affects the>
-sibiiity of restrike in Fuse I. Since no current flows in Fuse c before
Fuse melts, there is small probability of Fuse 2 melting before interi
1 M
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tion is conij lete. iherefor*. the raag« of investigation was not extended
to include the effect of early melting of I* use 2.
I
In the desired mode of operation for -as* IV, as in CM! III* ir use 2
melts at some time after interruption is completed, for this normal
^r&tion. as before, the energy and maximum voltage t m
taken from v.att 1. The critical values of melting energy for ruse 1 are
computed from the resultant circuit current (i) of •. ,»»o U, from the time
of fault initiation to th« end of Interruption he values of TtlM U*»
ing energies fof qual t- nj (in the early melting comput.
.:.&te the critical values cioseiy enou show trends, nence the
exact critical values are not separately calculated. The chief interest for
the second fuse is in the arc energy, since the maximum voltage of I- use I
does not affect Fuse I directly.
Because the total circuit current always flow* through Fuse «., it Is
quite probable that under some conditions the second fuse will melt before
Interruption is complete. Should Fane 2 melt before this criticai time,
it Is apparent that interruption I ^nds earlier and that the arc energy
of Fuse : it decreased, since the net current through i- use I is reduced
by the back current due to the voltage of l*M4 »e 1 melting
energies less than the critical value the arc energy of Fuse I is determined
ty graphic computation, in brief, the Fuse Z back current is subtracted
from the total current througn I use I sad resistor shunt of CM* II. The
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removed from the circuit modifies the total current from cut XX slightly,
and complicates the Fuse Z back current. This back current was calculated,
as shown In Figure VII, by superposition of two current components: i) that
for Fuse 2 voltage with Initial circuit resistance, terminating when net
current In Fuse 1 reaches aero (T^): Z) that due to Fuse Z voltage after
Tj, with resistance equal to the sum of Initial circuit and shunt resistances.
Normalisation
aantltles entering Into the computation were normalised as follows:
Currents * divided by available fault current (1^)
Voltages - divided by the source voltage magnitude (JL# )
Time - divided by the circuit time constant (T)
Arc energies (V'/el dt for fuse arc) divided by product of source




Melting energies (M-jl dt for fusable element) - divided by the product
of circuit time constant and the square of available current
W.r>.
Slope of fuse voltage characteristic (k) dividied by the ratio of
source voltage to circuit time constant ('- g/V).
Since the results will be in the normalised form, It Is Important to note
here that In computing the effect of a change In any parameter the change
in the base quantities used In normalisation must be considered, while
this attaches some additional labor to Interpretation of the results. It is
necessary in order to extend their application over an unlimited range.
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The results of computation for Caie I are contained in figures V III
through XII. as listed below:
t VIII: ( ontours of constant arc energy as a function of melt-
ing energy and fuse voltage slope; for melting energies
from .02 to 2.5, slopes from .25 to 5.0.
Figure I i ontours of constant maximum fuse voltage as a
function of melting energy (from .0 »•) and slope
of fuse voltage (from .2 .0j.
Figure Maximum current as a function of melting energy {from
.02 t M nstant values of fuse voltage slope
(from .25 to 5.0).
Figure XI. Arc energy as a function of melting energy (from .02
to 2.5), for constant fust: voltage slope.
Figure : II: ttIiwi voltage as a function of melting energy for
constant values of fuse voltage slope.
Case II
Ihe commutations for l ase II, the shunted fuse, were completed for
shunt resistance ( g j for 0.5 to 4.0 times the circuit resistance ( : . ). fuse
voltage slopes form 0.5 to 2.0, and melting energy from .02 to 2.5. The
results are plotted in figures 1 III through ) VII, as listed below:
gjure XIIl Mtours of constant * **f7 ** a function of shunt





:t r. t « i I
CO
.02 to 2.5), for particular value* of fuse voltage slope
(i/4 to 2).
Figure JXlV: Interpolation curves for variation of arc energy with
fuse voltage slope at constant shunt resistance and
melting energy, for use with Figure XlIL
Figure XV: Maximum fuse arc voltage as a function of shunt
resistance for constant melting energy and rate of
rise of arc voltage.
Case Vf
The results of the computations for early melting are contained in
figures XV ill through X>. For particular values of Fuse i voltage slope
and shunt resistance. Fuse Z energy is shown as a function of Fuse 2
slope and Fuse 2 melting energy.
Table X shows a normalized tabulation of approximate critical
Fuse 2 melting energy as a function of shunt resistance (fc g/R)» Fuss 1
2
melting energy (M/I^ X), and Fuse 1 voltage slope (k ^/&t ).
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TABLE I
CRITICAL MELTING ENERGIES FGr. FUSE 2,CASE IV
k,Z/£* fa
FJR M./x/r
o JSZ ,l&o ASS z.se
J
/z J6 I.2S Z.lZ 3.IZ 4.0G
I .46 J. 21 2.1? 3 . 14 4.13
2 ,So A 2/ Z.20 3./Z <4-i &
4 ,49 /.2Z ZJ4 3. 09 4.09
K.T/Es* ifc
k .47 f./o /.93 2.99 3.94
i .21 J. 06 J. 7? 2.&Z 3.&Z
z .IB .95 /. 8 6 2.63 3. SO
4 76 .94 / 86 2.S4 3.76
A.r /£, /
& .45 /03 /8Z z.e>z 3.7&
1 .33 .BS / 68 2.6 6 3.69
2 ./a .IS J.S4 z.ss 3.S7
4 ,// ,68 l.fi z.so 3.4 6
A, tie, -z
h
.47 /.OS /.SO 28Z 3.11
I
.32 J? i.se> 2.+9 3.S*
z J4 .ss 1 .4o 2.32 3.21
4 ,0? ,so /. 2 z./e 3J1

!The purpose of this thesis is to Lassen tfct a c onfrouting *
fuse designer. lae designer must, consider the effects of the environment
of the fuse. He is faced by conflicting requirements of a high rated current
and a low allowable fauit current. He is faced with the necessity of pro-
ducing a fuse or iimiter which will interrupt rapidly with a limited maximum
voltage. The designer must produce a fuse or llmlter which will not mal-
function under a wide lattitude of fault conditions, i his design problem
is complicated by a lack of understanding of the dynamics of the arc. The
Investigation conducted here has been an attempt to put some method of
comparison at the designer's disposal. "ihe quantities considered were
the total arc energy and the maximum voltage, since these offer a con-
venient way of estimating the difficulty of interruption. as noted in the
Introductory section, t tgures VIII throug . .resent these two criteria
for current limiters of several forms,
ngtions
Ihe assumptions used in arriving at the results are In general
very simple. •-• e have assumed that the fuse or iirniter, can be repre-
sented by a pure voltage source having a linearly rising characteristic
Starting at the time of melting. I his is a good ftp; roximation of the
actual voltage produced by some limiters. it is not universally applicable;
but it la generally much better where current is successfully limited to
a minor fraction of that available, than for interruptions In wnlch available
current is closely approached. It was assumed that the melting energy can
il tia»dJ nidi to Moqurq •».
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be represented by a quantity having the dimensions of the product of
current squared and time* and that this melting energy is constant for a
given fuse. Finally, it was assumed that the circuit could be represented
by a linear lumped parameter circuit containing only resistance sad
Inductance.
Case 1
Case I Is the single fusable element limiter. Figure VIII contains
contours of normalized arc energy as * function of melting energy and rate
of rise of fuse arc voltage. To use figures of this type the designer must
I
convert the dimensional melting energy, i t, to the normalised form.
I t/l f, and the dimensional rate of rise of arc voltage k, to the normalised
form k T/ • . Entering with these two quantities, the normalised arc energy
can be found. To convert this to dimensional arc energy multiply by £- s la^
Figure IX Is used similarly, multiplying the normalised voltage from the
figure by the quantity L a to find the maximum arc voltage. On these figures,
varying any single parameter will generally result in moving across the
contour surface in straight lines, making them particularly useful In
studying the effect of changing one parameter at a time. Figures > I and
XII show the same results In a different form which Is useful whenever
Figures VIII and IX are unwieldy. To examine the effect of varying the
rate of rise of fuse arc voltage we can enter the contours for constant
melting energy. Ordinarily the effect Is readily seen and replottlng the
data is not necesssry.
In using the energy and voltage contours some assumption must be
made as to the way the rate of ruse of arc voltage varies. In design
lo b»ktq aatt la ao*
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panalysis tfats may be taken empirically from oscillograms of interruptions,
aa in Flgur. L Figure .U shows that ia one limited test k can be
assumed to vary as Ia , and this can be used to make a broad analysis of
the performance of this li:riiter under varying conditions. In dosi&n syn-
thesis, we would attempt to determine the oj timum value of k for particular
conditions, &nd so might study the effect of varying parameters with k
held constant. Dm illustrations demonstrating the ustr of the results
(Figures : ' til V) were derived both for constant k and for k pro-
portional to available current. This does nc ly mat these are the
best ways to treat the rate of rise of arc voltage, out these are possible
conditions.
Figure XXIII shows the variation of arc energy and maximum voltage
with circuit resistance. Mttf that a study such as this shows the severest
condition for a given fuse, circuit Inductance, and source voltage, figure
111 was calculated for a hypothetical limiter and has direct significance
only for that particular case. Such curves may be drawn from the contours
for each fuse and each set of conditions. Figures XXIV and X > V are
similar studies for variation of source voltage and for variation of circuit
inductance. Ihey are immediately useful in Illustrating the use of the
contours to evaluate the effect of varying one parameter at a time, in
making the calculations for such a study, tne effect of the variations on





Th« ability of * fuse to limit the magnitude of current after fault
it of primary interest, figure X shows the maximum current ss a
function of the melting energy and the slop* of fuse arc voltage. om
this the designer can determine the constants for design to meet given
limiting requirements. This figure is valid for Cm 1 and is also the
maximum for ail other cases provided the shunt resistance is also
large enough to limit the current to the chosen maximum.
Case 11
For ( ase II the limitcr is a single fusabie element shunted by a
resistance. Figure XIII gives contours of constant arc energy as a
function of shunt resistance and melting energy for particular values of
arc voltage rate of rise. Figure XIV gives curves to be used for int*
polation for values of rate of rise of voltags other than the slopes shown on
Figure XUL Together these figures define the solid intt necessary to
show the variation of arc energy with three parameters. The method
of using these curves Is the same as that described tk ^>c I except for
the additional variable ?<-/l . 1 hey show that the arc energy increases
with the vslue of the shunt resistant reaching the value for : ase I
as a limit, at infinite <> 8 . Theucan be used to determine the effect of
variations of sing. rs just as contours for Case I were used.
Figures ) VI and X\U present the information of Figure XSP in an
alternate form. In some calculations these plots are easier to use. They













•Figure % V ihows the maximum voltage produced across the shunted
fuse. In addition to Us direct Interest, this maximum voltage may be used,
as shown In Appendix C, to compute the critical Fuss 2 melting energy for
Case HI.
Figure XXVI shows the variation of arc energy with circuit resistance
for Case II. These calculations do not show a condition of maximum energy*
as was found In Case I, but this may be due to the limited extent of the
contours. Again, this figure Is only an Illustrative example and will not
hold for all esses. As the shunt resistance Increases the results for Case
II approach the results for Case L Figure X*- VII shows the effect of varla-
tlon of circuit Inductance. Here there Is clearly defined a most severe
condition. From such a study, s fuse designer can specify a single test
condition which would produce the greatest arc energy for any variation
of circuit Inductance In expected service. Figure XXVSI compares Case
II with Case I. showing a definite advantage enjoyed by the llmiter of
Case II. Of course, the llznlter of Case II does not interrupt the entire
circuit current, but It does limit the current; and If there Is a circuit
breaker In the system the llmiter can keep the current from exceeding
the interrupting capacity of the breaker. If the heat dissipation capacity
of the shunt resistor Is sufficiently great this llznlter arrangement will
permit restricted operation of the system as soon as the fault Is cleared*
eliminating the necessity of replacing the fusable element before mini-
mum can be restored. This Is of definite value In naval applications.
Figure XX Lv shows the variation of arc energy with source voltage
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for Late II. Th* energy varies almost as the square of the source
voltage.
ASe Ul and FV
tei III and IV can normally be considered as combinations ol
Cases I and II, as explained in the procedure is exactly the same as set
forth for Case II* lo make calculations for the second fuse *c must con-
sider that the resistance in the circuit has been increased by the value of
the shunt resistance.
Flgurt is a sample design study for a limiter to restrict the
fau ent to i0% of the available current. This study shows that there
is a value of shunt resistance to produce the minimum total arc energy.
This occurs when the arc energies of the two fuses are equal, and this
should result in fuses of comparable size.
To insure that the llmiters of ases III and IV operate normally the
melting energy of Fuse II must be greater than the critical value. For
Case III the critical value can be calculated, as shown in kp\ endU
from the formula:
I, <m.xtm»n, e,/ /kjR,»| »h.r. ' taken
from Figure )
Table I gives values of critical melting energy for Fuse I of Case IV.
st 111 and IV
In Case III, if Fuse 2 should melt early the arc energy in Fuse I
would be increased. However, here it is relatively easy to design to
















In Case IV, early melting Is more apt to occur since Fuse 2 must
csrry the total circuit current. Figures XVIU through XX show, for
Csse TV, the effect of early melting of Fuse 2 on Fuse 2 sre energy.
Note that esrly melting generally increases the arc energy of Fuse 2,
while it is apparent that the arc energy of Fuse 1 is reduced.
Since the early melting condition la undesirable for our purposes,
the voluminous study necessary for a more complete analysis was not
made. If a limiter is designed to avoid the early melting area under
conditions of maximum fault current, it will avoid the area under all
conditions. This is readily apparent from Figures XVIU through XX
if we consider that the ratio of the melting energies of the two fuses
is constant and that a decrease in available current always moves the
point of operation to the right.

INCLUSIONS
Va have shown that a map can be mad* showing variation of fuse
arc energy, maximum voltage, and maximum current, v/e have constructed
such a map (or a particular form of fuse arc voltage* Wt have shown how
It can be used to evaluate the difficulty of Interruption, and to determine
the effect of separate variables. The results are applicable to any fuse
whose voltage waveform can be adequately approximated by the linearly
rising voltage waveform assumed, v e have shown that If the fuse voltage
waveform can be Identified as a function of circuit variables, the per-
formance of the fuse can be predicted within the range of the contour
calculations.
A shunting resistor lowers the requirement that must be met by a
fuse. This combination Is extremely advantageous when used In conjunc-
tion with a circuit breaker of Interrupting capacity Inadequate to handle
the maximum short circuit current. In particular, we feel that this type
of Urniter may be used to advantage In storage battery submarine pro-
pulsion systems, where weight and space are at a premium and continuity
of service is Important.
A three element current limiting fuse retains the basic advantage of
the shunting resistor. 1 e have compared the two types of three element
llmlters and shown thst the second fuse of a series three element llmlter
must have a large melting energy, and yet must melt after the current has
been reduced to a fraction of the short circuit current. The parallel three
..
•
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n m m
element limit* r does not have this difficulty, but in this case the arc voltage
of Fuse 2 is impressed across Fuse i, which may iead to failure by
reignttion of the Fuse 1 arc.
Visiter -•»*»»&•••**« *•«!*•
We recommend that the results be used in the comparison of fuse
Interruptions to minimise the development testing required. V»e
recommend that this or similar maps be combined with such functional
relations for fuse voltage as can be obtained, to predict the most severe
conditions a fuse will encounter.
v-'e recommend that an attempt be made to exploit the advantages
shown by our analysis for resistor-shunted limiter arrangements. In
particular, an investigation should be made to determine the effect of a
shunting resistor on the fuse arc voltage.
•fttf\ Tte bo*




APPENDIX A - DETAILS OF PROC^DUK-fc
Graphical Calculation*
Sample calculations for Case I, Cass II, and C ase XV are contained in
Appendix 8.
The graphical calculation* of arc energy and maximum fuse voltage
for Case I proceeded as follows; if/la was plotted for a voltage step
applied at fault time (t/r-O). The back current, i , was plotted for a
linearly rising voltage of slope kr/t |P beginning at the time of melting.
The difference between the forward and backward currents was plotted
ss net fuse current (^ ), the Interruption being completed when in became
sero. A curve of the product of fuse voltage (e ) and net fuse current (Iq)
was drawn and integrated by planimeter to evaluate the arc energy { •/^ m la^»
Ma* tmum fuse voltage was read directly for the time of net current sero.
For Case II, the method was Identical, with the addition of the current
component in the shunt resistor to the summation for net fuse current.
For the early melting 'ase IV calculations, the net Fuse Z current
was obtained by subtracting the back current (l
c )
for Fuse 2. voltage (e
c )
from the difference of If and ib In ase II. The latter components (If * lD )
had to be adjusted for the removal of Fuse 1 voltage and the Increase in
circuit resistance at the instant of completion of Fuse i Interruption.
This Interruption time occurred when the summation of If, i^, ir and ic
components through Fuse 1 resched zero. The reduction of Fuse I arc
energy from the value for Case II was not computed.
-.
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:Veiling energies lor Cases I and U wer* computed by integrating
the curve squared forward current (if) from aero time to the time of
melting. For Fuae Z of Case IV, the squared difference of if and i^
was similarly integrated. For Fuse Z of Case ill, the melting energy
is calculated from the current through the shunt resistor (ir ). Stat*.
this is a linearly rising current, proportional to r use 1 voltage, the
melting energy is computed directly as a function of the shunt resistance.
Fuse I voltage slope *nd maximum value (see Appendix C)«
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Sample graphical calculation* of arc energy, maximum fuse





Case IV, Bftfflf »Velting &3
Melting Energies 84









Case 1, variation with circuit resistance
Case 1, variation with source voltage. . .
Case 1, variation with circuit inductance
Case IJL variation with circuit resistance
Case II, variation with circuit inductance
Case II, variation with source voltage .
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APPENDIX G - FTJPPL^.&NT TO bLSCliSaiOlI
EfkiE S-GY Foil CfVSfc ITT FR.OH FUSE [ I^Ax IHOH V/ourAGE
Tti #T,
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^ J//^i 3 If Ar^,
<rr„; C(T„)
i <Ti> =
~k hk**+ J * <W =
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APPENDIX J - ORIGINAL J* /A
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B355 Direct current limiting fuses.

